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• Business model change is essential to bring resources to market

• Public Private Partnerships offer the greatest opportunity

• Coordination needed between regulators, end-users and providers
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• New financing models required to facilitate implementation in remote communities

• Centralize the fragmented market to bridge the gap between innovation and the market

• Regulatory and financial incentives should be put in place to increase uptake
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• Utilize big data with open source platforms

• Enable “data-as-a-service” as opposed to “software-as-a-service”

• Too much data can be hurtful rather than beneficial
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• Risk aversion is the biggest obstacle to innovation adoption

• Funding does not always solve the problem

• Let’s not say pilot anymore. Let’s move to proving technologies
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• Disruption sounds negative. Let’s move to transformation

• Regulatory reform, financing and public awareness all need transformation

• Crisis such as drought and flooding is forcing the water sector to innovate
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• Identify competitive advantage in your verticals

• Good teams are just as important as the technology

• Get references and drive high margins to create cash flow

• There’s a necessity to decouple demand from revenue

• Resource recovery offers an area of opportunity for generating new revenue

• Digital solutions are the answer to monetizing operational efficiencies

• Discharge avoidance and discharge improvement are key drivers for re-use

• Direct potable reuse must be balanced against a portfolio of different water sources

• Industrial reuse is driven by process economics and then by corporate sustainability policies

• Focus on not only EDCs and pharma substances but also PFOS/PFOA/GenX

• Demand for source water monitoring, event detection and alarm capabilities

• New regulations required to enable approval and adoption of newer technologies

• Consider phased approaches and integration with other technologies

• ROI should look at how the community will benefit, not just $

• Staffing: who learns and owns the technology within the workforce?

JOIN US THIS YEAR!

Over 250 global water utilities, engineering giants, technology companies 

and investors gathered in Toronto for the 5th World Water-Tech North 

America Summit to debate what the future holds for the water sector. 

Their findings represent a compelling vision for the sector as we move 

towards a more proactive and resilient era of opportunity.
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